
REGULUS III 

Offerings from this series have significant overlap with Solar principles and applications, providing 
self-confidence, recognition, personal power, and supporting healthy ego development. The election 
featured Luna on the Virgo-end of Cœur Leonis opposite Jupiter in Pisces in the 10th and 4th 
houses, creating a strong Gaja Kesari or Lion-Elephant yoga, which bestows fortitude, happiness, 
success, determination, intelligence, and the love and respect of the people.  

Regulus is a wonderful influence for dispelling melancholy, depression, and anxiety, while 
promoting a sense of joie de vivre, wholeness, and a profound sense of wellbeing. This election in 
particular is calm and self-assured, as opposed to loud and attention seeking. It builds a deep, core 
confidence un-reliant on external validation, which, funnily enough, magnetizes external validation 
to it. The charge is protective, determined, and grounded, yet weaves lightness and luminosity 
throughout all it touches — elevating, clarifying, and fortifying Heart, Body, Mind, and Spirit. 

Regulus can be used to treat issues related to: self-esteem; confidence; self-promotion; putting 
oneself ‘out there’ for the world to see; catching the notice of ‘Kings’ — powerful people and Spirits, 
earning their favor; patrilineal healing; depression; anxiety; self-actualization; feeling more 
comfortable being oneself; grounding into the body, while supplementing lightness and luminosity; 
likability; charisma; shining; visible worldly success; clear vision; vitality; fortitude; inner steel; 
healthy heart and blood; feeling secure, strong, sure-footed, and unstoppable; taking the lead; being 
the main character; not needing the validation of others (while also securing it!); glamour; &c. 

Practical Applications:  Use these offerings before making public or important appearances to 
showcase your value, feel more comfortable in your own skin, carry yourself with authority, 
maximize charisma, and be seen at your best, wisest, and brightest. Apply on your own time to let 
Regulus III power build from within. Good for frequent use; layers well with other series/ Powers. 

Day-Side Use: While this is a calm, cozy and ‘introvert friendly’ take on Regulus, it is still a very 
diurnal energy and may disrupt sleep. Apply the salve at the start of the day rather than the end. 

Planetary Days + Hours: The Sun (Sunday), or Jupiter (Thursday), or Mars (Tuesday) are all 
compatible, per the nature of what you’re trying to accomplish. To remediate issues related to Solar 
principles, key application to Sol or Sol’s ruler in the natal chart. Ultimately, apply as needed! 

Prayer: The Orphic Hymn to the Stars/ Astron may be used (or pen your own!).  
What follows is a short prayer by our esteemed electional architect, Austin Coppock. 

Oh Royal Regulus! 
Plant a portion of thy star-fire in our hearts 

Grant us thy azure, melancholy-banishing flame! 
Restore to us the memory and favor of our Divine ancestry 

For we are the forgetful great-grandchildren of the Gods themselves 
Shine upon what is Great, Good, and Wise in our Works 

Let our rise inspire, and our radiance nurture… 
A victory for the World in which we dwell!
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